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Abstract 

 

Referring to the International-Based Curriculum, English literary texts in 

forms of short stories are often used as side-materials to support the students‘ 

interests and competencies in learning English. Quoted from Hutchinson and 

Water (1987) materials used in teaching should help to organize the teaching-

learning. As materials used in teaching English to young learners, literary texts 

for children should provide both understanding and enjoyment for them 

(Lukens, 1990). The problems related to the children literature laid on the 

availability and quality of the materials. The lack of original English children 

literature forces teachers to use local English children literary texts written by 

Indonesians. The problem becomes more complicated when the writers of 

these books pay attention only on the content of the story neglecting the 

grammatical forms. The use of incorrect grammatical structures will certainly 

create bias understanding and confusion between what the young learner get 

in-class from the text books and the side-materials outside the class. This 

paper will hopefully help teachers evaluating or even developing the literary 

texts to meet the aims of the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Giving a feedback to the government latest issue on education that is designing and 

applying International-Based Curriculum, schools are encouraged themselves to facilitate the 

students with English competencies by serving the school subjects in English and using 

English language as a mean of formal and informal communication inside and outside the 

class. Fulfilling the government requirements of Standards of International School (SIS), 

some schools got labels of International-Standard Schools whereas others applying English as 

a media to teach certain subjects and therefore title themselves as Bilingual Schools. 

Hariyanto (2009) stated that the establishment of SIS is one of efforts to increase the quality 

of education where school is given authority to design and execute the quality education with 
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international standard, but still related to the minimal standard which has been specified by 

Central Government in Standard of National Education (SNE) that adapted by international 

curriculum. This is as according to understanding of SIS in ―The System of Fostering of 

School with International Standard‖ expressed that SIS is the international standard school 

that prepare the learners based on the Standard of National Education (SNE) of Indonesia and 

has international level so that the grad have international competitiveness ability.  

 SIS is applied in various school levels, those are Primary, Junior High School, Senior 

High School, or Vocational High School requiring all instrumental inputs of SIS, consisting 

of curriculum, teacher, principal, support persons, infrastructure, organization, management, 

administration, and school environment to work in unity to reach the International standard. 

Teachers must have professional competence to use English as a mean of communication and 

furthermore to be able to facilitate students with materials needed to support the learning 

process as well as learning competency.  

 In Primary where young learners learn schools subjects in the primary levels, the 

availability of in-class printed materials served in bilingual version enable them to gain better 

understanding for they can refer to Indonesia version when there is confusion in learning. In 

order to fluent students‘ ability of acquiring English as their daily mean of communication, 

the students are welcomed to enhance their English knowledge by reading books provided in 

the school library. In this case, English literary texts in forms of short stories become a 

precise choice to introduce and learn English further in informal occasions. Students are 

entertained by the stories and at the same time they learn English voluntarily, both notifying 

correct grammar and improving their vocabularies. However, teachers need to be alert with 

the option of the literary texts. The lack of original English children literature forces teachers 

to use local English children literary texts written by Indonesians. Not to underestimate 

English children literary texts by Indonesians, but the problems occur when some Indonesia 

authors pay attention only on the content ignoring the correct English grammar. The 

naturalness of the content to Indonesia society enables young learners to have vivid 

imagination as their bridge to their understanding of the story but the incorrectness in 

grammar lead young learners to confusion from what they have learnt at school and the 

literary texts as their side materials of learning. Teachers as facilitators of the learning 

process must be selective to pick and evaluate the literary texts consumed by young learners 
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since young learners tend to accept everything ignoring the language quality and understand 

the existence of literary texts as media of enjoyment. It is also important to improve teacher 

professional development by developing their own literary texts to meet the aims or relevant 

to the study. 

 

THE EVALUATION OF CHILDREN LITERARY TEXTS 

 Evaluation, according to Hutchinson and Waters (1987) is a matter of judging the 

fitness of something for a particular purpose. Furthermore, evaluation is basically a matching 

process: matching needs to availability solutions. Brian Tomlinson (1998) added that material 

evaluation is a procedure that involves measuring the value of a set of learning materials. In 

line with Hutchinson and Waters, Tomlinson also mentioned that evaluation involves making 

judgments about the effect of the materials on the people using them and it tries to measure 

the appeal, the credibility, the validity, the flexibility, the reliability, the value, and the 

contribution of the material to the learners.  

 In evaluating children literary texts, the basic consideration comes to their basic 

purpose that is delivering enjoyment and pleasure of the stories. Since children understanding 

merely influenced by their limited knowledge and experiences, therefore the expressions of 

the ideas must be simpler-both in language and form, in this case, grammatical forms. 

Though the forms are suggested to be simpler, it does not mean that grammatical errors are 

allowed, as the Chinese proverb says, ―I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I 

understand.” Children or young learners who are at the process of absorbing information 

from any sources around them, no exception, from the texts they are reading, will risky their 

understanding of correct language form when they are faced to incorrect forms of the 

language.  

 Hutchinson and Waters (1987) suggest four steps of the evaluation process, consisting 

of defining criteria, subjective analysis, objective analysis, and matching. Selecting some 

parts of the previous evaluation process mentioned, the analysis of the English literary texts 

written by Indonesia will be interesting when the focus of the analysis covering the audience, 

the idea (content) of the story, the aims of the texts, the language forms, the appropriateness 

of words, and the methodology. 

The first analysis taken from It is not as It was 
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Audience/ 

Readers 

Content Aim Language Forms Vocabularies Methodology 

Primary 

School 

students 

A rich 

descriptive 

story of the  

changing of 

a town by 

comparing 

its condition 

5 years ago 

to the recent 

time. 

Teaching 

students 

about ‗be‘ 

in the 

simple 

past time. 

Grammatical errors 

of the use of ‗be‘ 

appear a few times: 

 It is not as it is. 

 I remember there 

was only a few 

hundreds of 

houses at that 

time. 

 

The use of 

vocabularies 

varies 

accordingly to 

the sub-

discussion, for 

examples: in 

park (swings 

and rides) and in 

school (primary 

and 

kindergarten). 

The stories are 

supported by 

colorful pictures 

which enable 

learners to visualize 

the situations 

described and at the 

end of the book, a 

one-right answer 

task is provided to 

check students‘ 

understanding of the 

form. 

  

 ―It is not as It was‖ is an interesting literary text. It invites young learners to study the 

use of ‗be‘ in past and present form voluntarily through the story of describing a town, its 

condition five years ago compared to recent time. Young readers as the audience are 

entertained with the interesting storing of comparing past to present and furthermore with the 

colorful pictures illustrated nicely by the illustrator of the book. While reading, readers are 

invited to enhance their vocabularies and in case they meet difficulties to understand the 

meaning, the pictures help them to guess the meaning through them. However, the problem 

might arise when students are challenged with a one-right answer task to test their 

understanding of the grammar as the evaluation to meet the aim of the book. They might fail 

to decide to use ‗was‘ instead of ‗were‘ for the question ―The students ___ not at school 

yesterday‖ due to the bias understanding of the false examples stated in the book itself. 

Teachers‘ role becomes important here to accompany young learners to read and assist them 

with the grammar. 

 

The second analysis taken from A Gift for All 

Audience Content Aim Language Forms Vocabularies Methodology 
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/ 

Readers 

Primary 

School 

students 

A narrative 

story about 

sharing gift 

among 

siblings, of 

two girls and 

a boy, 

starting from 

expository, 

rising 

actions, 

climax, 

falling 

actions, and 

resolution. 

Teaching 

students 

about the 

use of 

pronouns. 

Grammatical errors 

of the use of 

‗pronoun‘ appear 

several times: 

 ―It can‘t be yours. 

Yours drawing is 

bad…‖ 

 ―I make a picture 

of hers.‖ 

 ―Was there any 

problem when 

you share yours 

color tubes and 

brushes?‖ 

 

 

The text serves 

learners with all 

variants of 

pronoun. 

The use of pronouns 

is repeated many 

times, giving 

opportunity for 

learners to repeat the 

use of pronouns and 

at the same time 

sharpen their 

understanding of 

pronouns in an 

unconscious manner 

through the 

interesting plot of 

the story. 

Besides, the author 

also provided 

various exercises on 

pronouns. 

 

 As a reading text, ―A Gift for All‖ offers enjoyment of reading for young learners by 

delivering the story in a chronological plot, describing obvious relationship between 

characters and actions. The repetition of the use of pronouns in various contexts drills readers 

to memorize the pronouns and their applications in sentences. Though the writer made some 

mistakes in the applications of pronouns, the readers were alert enough to use the major 

pronouns as first, second, and third person correctly. Still, teachers need to be aware of the 

constant mistakes made by the writer of the possessive function, for example, ‗your‘ and 

‗yours‘ and needs to give further explanation to avoid further misunderstanding. 

The third analysis taken from Story Time 

Audience/ 

Readers 

Content Aim Language Forms Vocabularies Methodology 

Primary Telling Teaching The Various kinds of The learning of 
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School 

students 

readers 

about 

various kind 

of 

compound 

words. 

students 

about how 

to form 

compound 

words. 

grammatical 

errors are  

minimum, only 

inconsistently 

form of the 

compound 

words, to be 

written 

separately or 

not: ‗fire place‘ 

or ‗fireplace‘. 

 

compound 

words are 

served, like 

bedtime, story 

time, sunrise, 

sunset, sunshine, 

goldmine, 

raindrop, 

rainbows, 

raincoat, etc. 

compound words is 

presented in form of 

a story so readers 

memorize them 

easily. 

 

 Literary texts as a media of teaching are effective since students enjoy reading while 

learning something happily. In ―Story Time‖, young learners are introduced to various kinds 

of compound nouns that they often listen and perhaps use in the daily communication. One 

obvious problem occurred here is the inconsistency on the writing of the compounds words. 

If those compounds words are meant to be use in spoken language then it will create no 

problem. However, when the young learners have interest to use them in written form, they 

may find problem with spelling. Teachers need to encounter this condition by explaining 

further about the compound words. 

 Materials are a visible product of activity, regardless whether such activity is useful or 

necessary. Teachers as controller of materials given to learners need to be sensitive to select 

the best materials, main as well as side ones to meet the aims of the study and help learners to 

be more competent in the English language use. The more the teachers‘ quality improves, the 

more they can contribute to the progress of language learning of the students. 

THE DESIGN OF THE CHILDREN LITERARY TEXTS 

 A teacher or institution may wish to provide teaching materials that will fit the 

specific subject area of particular learners. Such materials may not be available 

commercially, need to be imported, or unpublished for publishers are naturally reluctant to 

produce materials for very limited markets. Teachers may get irritated and even frustrated as 

well when the material provided in the market do not answer their needs for certain 
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information. For these and other reasons, Hutchinson and Waters mentioned that there is 

already an established tradition of ESP teachers producing in-house materials. The lack of 

appropriate English literary texts in forms of short stories may urge teachers to design their 

own short stories for children, following the guideline of children literature. 

 Rightly or wrongly, materials writing is a fact of life for a large number of ESP 

teachers. Creative ESP materials, as suggested by Hutchinson and Waters (1987) and Brian 

Tomlinson (1998), started from defining the objectives. Relating to designing the literary 

texts as TEFL side materials, the objectives must be viewed from the objectives of the 

literature for children itself. Literature for children should provide the same enjoyment and 

understanding as literature for adults. Children, too, seek pleasure from the story, but the 

sources of their pleasure are more limited. Due to lack of experiences, children may not 

understand the same complexities of ideas like adults (Lukens, 1990). Therefore, the 

expression of the language is expressed through the simplicity of language and forms. Good 

material is a stimulus for learner, which do not teach but encourage learners to learn. It 

should be interesting, enjoyable, and opened to opportunities to use their existing knowledge 

and skills.  In the world of children literature, they may accept the fantastic more readily than 

adults, for example the personified animals and toys of the child‘s world, by behaving like a 

human being, may show what human beings are like. Children are frequently more open to 

experimenting with greater variety of literary forms than many adults will accept-from poetry 

to folktales, to adventure, to fantasy (Lukens, 1990).  

 Presenting a material defining model will be the next step after defining the 

adjectives. Its aim is to provide coherent framework for the integration of the various aspects 

of learning, while at the same time allowing enough room for creativity and variety to 

flourish. The model consists of four elements: input, content focus, language focus, and task 

(Hutchinson and Waters, 1987). The input, correlated to the children literature is the text 

itself. First of all, writers of children literature need to pay attention on the genres in 

children‘s literature: realism, animal realism, sports, mysteries and thrillers, fantastic stories, 

science fiction, or traditional literature (myths, folktales, fables, etc.). Based on the genre 

chosen, writers then need to consider the internal elements of literature; covering plots, 

characters, setting, theme, point of view, tone, style, and moral issues. As children literature 

needs to be wrapped in children worlds, the decisions on how the stories built become 
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compulsorily important to enable children enjoying the stories. Take for instance, children 

judge the characteristics of the characters not only actions but also by their appearances. The 

second is the content focus. Language is not an end in itself, but a mean of conveying 

information and feelings about something. Children are aware on both verbal and non-verbal 

language served in the text. They read the words, the pictures, the colors, the book itself. Lots 

of children books are currently in print. A book is called illustrated when it included merely a 

cover picture, a frontispiece and pictures. Illustrators use the techniques of representation, 

expressionism, impressionism, and surrealism, of cubism and pointillism, of naive, folk, and 

collage styles as well as photography (Lukens, 1990). B.W. Alderson describes the 

relationship of the writer and the illustrator of a picture book as ‗associate in partnership‘. 

The two artists work separately and in different media together create a whole. Pictures make 

the verbal visible and extend the textual meaning; they permit the artist to add personal 

interpretation while staying within the story, but they do not over-whelmed the text. 

Literature gives the child pleasure as well as understanding. One of the aims of designing the 

material is enable learners to use language. Good materials should involve both opportunities 

for analysis and synthesis. Therefore, a concern of the language focus will be the next after 

the content focus. In children literary texts, the students are not pleased with stories, they 

need to learn and practice vocabularies, grammar, and functions that they can use in real 

situations. Since children as young learners may have limitation in understanding complex 

sentences, writers can reduce the complexity of the forms by using simple and compound 

sentences. However, as children literary texts are planned to be the side materials of teaching 

English to young learners, grammar errors must be avoided. Materials should be designed, 

therefore, to lead towards a communicative task in which learners use the content and 

language knowledge they have built up thorough the reading process.  

 Teachers‘ ability to develop effective materials for themselves, including the side 

materials in forms of literary texts, can help them to become more positive and confident and 

to become more effective teachers too. Providing teachers with the opportunity to develop 

expertise for themselves as material developers can definitely help them to develop and grow. 

As TEFL teachers, they can adjust the most appropriate materials for their students to meet 

the objectives of the study, including designing the most relevant side materials needed by 

the students. 
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